
2 bedroom Apartment for sale in San Pedro Alcantara, Málaga

In the heart of the costa del sol
Welcome to this new exclusive residential development nestled in San Pedro de Alcantara, a rtown cherished by
astute property seekers. This prime location is strategically positioned near some of Spain's most exquisite white
sandy beaches, elegant marinas, fishing ports, and premier golf courses, offering an ideal setting for those seeking a
vibrant and fulfilling lifestyle.

This new development presents an architectural masterpiece, featuring contemporary lines and a unique collection of
exclusive two and three-bedroom homes, each adorned with spectacular terraces. These residences redefine luxury
living, offering well-distributed interior spaces where the living room, dining room, and kitchen seamlessly blend into
one, providing panoramic views through expansive windows.

High building specifications
Indulge in a harmonious blend of indoor and outdoor living with large covered and open terraces, offering the perfect
spaces to relax and savor the breathtaking surroundings. The homes are crafted with the highest quality materials,
neutral tones, and textures, allowing owners to personalize their space and create the perfect ambiance.

Every detail has been meticulously considered to ensure a unique and enriching living experience. From the carefully
chosen materials to the thoughtful design, these homes epitomize sophistication and style. Additionally, customization
options are available, allowing you to adapt your residence to your evolving lifestyle.

This new project invites you to embrace a distinctive lifestyle on the Costa del Sol, where luxury meets comfort, and
every moment is an opportunity to savor the beauty that surrounds you.

Location
Situated in the heart of San Pedro de Alcántara, this remarkable development harmoniously merges historical charm
with contemporary luxury. The proximity to Puerto Banús and Marbella's famed Golden Mile, boasting Michelin-
starred dining and renowned establishments like Nobu and Cipriani, adds an extra layer of allure. Additionally,
residents will enjoy easy access to supermarkets, shops, pharmacies, medical services, tennis and golf facilities, as well
as a vibrant array of restaurants and beach clubs. Embrace the perfect blend of modern amenities and coastal town
living. This is more than a home; it's a lifestyle.

  2 bedrooms   2 bathrooms   114m² Build size
  close to shops   close to golf   first line beach
  close to all amenities   fitted kitchen   air conditioning
  beautiful garden   terrace   tennis court
  underground parking   private pool   video entry system
  lift   fitted wardrobes   double glazing
  unfurnished   close to schools   modern
  close to restaurants

450,000€
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